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Abstract: Considering the characteristics of both quality and quantity losses in fresh produce as
well as the existence of spot markets, optimal retailer ordering, pricing, and freshness-keeping
decisions through the single ordering policy (firm ordering only or option ordering only) and the
mixed ordering policy (firm ordering and option ordering simultaneously) are constructed based on
option contracts and analyzed for the retailer under different ordering policies. The results show that
there is a unique optimal pricing, ordering, and freshness-keeping decision under all three ordering
policies, but there is no joint decision. The optimal freshness-keeping and retail price under the mixed
ordering policy are lower than those under the option ordering only but higher than those under the
firm ordering only. When only a single order can be placed, the retailer’s optimal ordering policy
is determined by demand risk. When all three ordering policies are available, the optimal ordering
policy for the retailer is the mixed ordering policy. A spot market will weaken the role of option
contracts in mitigating supply chain risks, and the larger the risk, the more significant the role of the
spot market.

Keywords: fresh produce; option contracts; freshness-keeping effort; spot market

1. Introduction

Fresh produce refers to products that have a short shelf life and are prone to decay
due to changes in the environment and external physical factors, such as vegetables, fruits,
meats, eggs, seafood, etc. Due to their perishable characteristic, fresh produce faces many
issues during transportation, including quality drop and quantity loss, resulting in high
circulation loss rates and causing significant damage to retailers and suppliers [1–3]. The
average rate of circulation losses in the fresh product industry is alarmingly high in China,
standing at 25–30%, leading to annual losses of more than RMB 150 billion, which are mainly
due to ineffective cold chain preservation measures [4,5]. This rate is more than twice as
high as that in developed Western economies [6]. These massive losses in circulation do
not satisfy the increasing expectations of customers who are becoming more conscious of
the freshness and quality of fresh produce [7,8]. Therefore, reducing the circulation losses
of fresh produce and improving their quality and freshness level have become significant
challenges for fresh produce supply chains.

Supply chain contracts, such as buyback, revenue sharing, and quantity discount
contracts, have been validated by academic researchers as effective methods to mitigate the
risk of stochastic demand in supply chains [9–11]. In recent years, fresh produce retailers
have increasingly adopted option contracts, especially those that combine pure call options
with wholesale prices, to hedge risks, such as demand and supply uncertainty, as well as
price volatility [4,12]. Option contracts are derivative instruments that give the holder the
right, but not the obligation, to buy or sell a particular item at a predetermined price within
a specified period. Therefore, call option contracts not only mitigate the risk of uncertain
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demand from the retailer and ensure supply but also alleviate the production burden on
the supplier and the potential for under- or over-production. Option contracts have seen
widespread application in industries, including the fashion, IT, semiconductors, and elec-
tricity sectors [13]. For example, China Telecom procures products worth more than RMB
100 billion annually from its suppliers through wholesale price and call option contracts [4].
Hewlett-Packard procures over 35% of its components through option contracts [14]. Nike
uses option contracts to hedge against expected but unconfirmed future transactions with
third-party suppliers [15]. In recent years, an increasing number of agricultural supply
chain members have turned to option contracts as a means of hedging against the risks of
demand uncertainty and purchase price fluctuations. For instance, in Hainan province,
China, several flower operating companies offer flower options for customers around the
world [4]. In Ishikawa, Japan, buyers such as traditional fresh stores and restaurants have
been ordering vegetables from an agricultural agency established by local farmers through
option contracts since 2008 [16].

With option contracts, the retailer must not only trade-off the impacts on their own
profit between overage and underage, between excessive freshness-keeping and insufficient
freshness-keeping, and between low pricing and high pricing, but also trade-off in relation
to the high costs of purchasing against the benefits of increased flexibility. If the retailer
orders more through option contracts and less through wholesale price contracts, the
underage cost may be low and flexibility may be high, but if market demand is also high,
the purchase cost will increase. If the retailer orders more through wholesale price contracts
and less through option contracts, the purchase cost will be low, the overage cost may
be high, and flexibility may be low. Freshness-keeping efforts present a higher challenge
for the retailer when making ordering, pricing, and freshness-keeping decisions with
option contracts. The retailer must balance not only the flexibility of option availability
and option ordering costs but also the level of freshness-keeping efforts and preservation
costs. Therefore, retail price and order quantity, as well as the level of freshness-keeping
efforts, need to be decided to maximize the retailer’s profits. The following key issues will
be explored:

(1) How do fresh produce retailers make optimal pricing, ordering, and freshness-keeping
decisions simultaneously in scenarios with freshness-keeping efforts and option
contracts?

(2) How do spot markets influence a fresh produce retailer’s optimal decisions consider-
ing option contracts and freshness-keeping efforts?

(3) What are the conditions in which single ordering and mixed ordering are more
advantageous for to retailer?

In this paper, we creatively introduce option contracts as a financial derivative and
spot markets into fresh produce supply chains while considering freshness-keeping efforts
and obtain some novel insights that are different from previous similar studies. First, we
obtain optimal ordering, pricing, and freshness-keeping decisions for the retailer with
option contracts in a fresh produce supply chain that considers both quality drop and
quantity loss. Second, in the above context, we investigate the optimal decisions for the
retailer when they use single ordering and mixed ordering policies, respectively, and
systematically compare the effects of the different ordering policies on the retailer’s profits.
Third, we explore the effects of demand risk, contract parameters, circulation losses, and
spot market price on retailer ordering, pricing, freshness-keeping decisions, and maximum
expected profits. This study combines financial derivatives with fresh produce supply
chains, which provides new application scenarios for the theory and expands the research
scope of pricing and newsvendor problems in the context of fresh produce, which will
help to improve the efficiency of fresh produce circulation and increase the ability of fresh
produce sellers to resist risks, in order to help the stable and efficient development of fresh
produce supply chains.

The rest of the paper has been structured in the following manner. Section 2 presents a
review of the relevant literature. Section 3 provides a description of the model and a set of
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assumptions. Sections 4 and 5 present the optimal ordering, pricing, and freshness-keeping
decisions for retailers in the case of single ordering and mixed ordering policies, respec-
tively. Section 6 presents the analysis results of numerical examples and provides related
management inspirations. Section 7 discusses and concludes this paper and proposes
possible directions for further research.

2. Literature Review

There are three main streams in the literature that are relevant to our study, which
include the management of supply chains for deteriorating products, the operational
management of supply chains considering freshness-keeping efforts, and the use of option
contracts to hedge supply chain risks.

2.1. Management of Supply Chains for Deteriorating Products

The value of fresh produce deteriorates significantly over time at a rate that is highly
dependent on temperature and humidity [17]. Therefore, the supply chain management
of deteriorating products, especially fresh produce, faces huge challenges. Extensive
research has been conducted by many academics on the problem of ordering and pricing
deteriorating products. Cai et al. [18] demonstrated the relationship between the optimal
selling price and optimal inventory level for deteriorating products. Many scholars have
researched the issues relating to the ordering or pricing of perishable goods from different
perspectives [19–22]. The abovementioned scholars only examined the ordering or pricing
decisions, while other scholars have investigated joint ordering and pricing decisions. Qin,
Wang and Wei [2] and Rabbani et al. [23] considered the pricing and ordering problems
related to fresh produce with quality and physical quantity deterioration simultaneously
to seek the maximum total system profit. Additionally, the coordination of supply chains
for deteriorating products has been investigated by scholars through the application of
revenue sharing contracts [24–26].

2.2. Operational Management of Freshness-Keeping Efforts

There is a large body of literature on the operational management of fresh produce
supply that considers freshness-keeping efforts. Cai, Chen, Xiao and Xu [1] pointed out
that fresh products suffer from quantity losses and quality drops (where quality refers to
freshness) during transportation and that the freshness of fresh products at the time of
arrival in the target market affects market demand. Preservative technologies have recently
gained significant attention from researchers due to their potential to preserve the quality
of deteriorating goods. Dye and Hsieh [27] aimed to maximize total profit per unit of
time by searching for optimal schedules for replenishment and investment strategies in
preservation technology. Liu et al. [28] conducted research on how information sharing
affects supply chain equilibrium decisions when the supplier is responsible for maintaining
the freshness of a product. Some scholars have designed a coordination mechanism for
fresh produce supply chains with freshness-keeping efforts. Zheng et al. [29] designed a
fresh-keeping cost-sharing contract and a fresh-keeping cost- and revenue-sharing contract
to coordinate fresh product supply chains. Mohammadi et al. [30] developed a novel
coordination mechanism that not only reduces the perishability of fresh products but also
increases the profitability of supply chain members. Some scholars have researched fresh
produce supply chains with outsourced logistics and cold-chain service levels [31–35]. Their
findings suggest that freshness maintenance services offered by third-party logistics service
providers (TPLSPs) have a significant impact on the performance of the fresh produce
supply chains and each member’s decision-making process. Consequently, they proposed
a set of incentives to promote coordination among the members of the supply chain based
on their respective assumptions.
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2.3. Supply Chain Contracts with Options

Options contracts are receiving a lot of attention from researchers as an effective in-
strument for hedging supply chain risks. Numerous scholars have studied the optimal
ordering, pricing, and production decisions of the retailer/manufacturer based on call, put,
and bidirectional option contracts, and demonstrated that option contracts not only benefit
all parties in the supply chain but can also coordinate the supply chain and achieve Pareto
improvements [15,36–40]. Some scholars have investigated the ordering, pricing, and
coordination strategies of supply chains with option contracts when supply chain members
are risk-averse based on different scenarios [41–45]. Some researchers have considered
supply chain management with option contracts under random yields. Luo and Chen [46],
Luo et al. [47], and Luo et al. [48] studied the optimal production decisions and ordering
policies of supply chain members considering random yields and spot markets based on
call, put, and bidirectional option contracts, respectively, and investigated the coordination
mechanisms. Random yields are usually studied in combination with spot markets. There
are also some researchers who have studied supply chain management with option con-
tracts while considering spot markets. Fu et al. [49] and Zhao et al. [50] studied combined
pricing and portfolio procurement with options considering spot markets, and designed an
option mechanism for supply chain coordination. The study of option contracts in supply
chain management has received little attention from scholars in regard to customer returns.
Wang, Chen and Chen [13], Wang et al. [51], and Wang et al. [52] investigated how customer
returns affect newsvendor firms’ decisions regarding the optimal ordering and pricing of
three contracts: call, put, and bidirectional options, respectively.

As far as we can ascertain, there has been relatively little research on fresh produce
supply chains with option contracts. Wang and Chen [4,6,53] investigated optimal order-
ing decisions and optimal pricing strategies based on call, put, and bidirectional option
contracts, respectively, for retailers in fresh produce supply chain considering circulation
losses. Jia and Wang [54] explored the utilization of option contracts, including call, put,
and bidirectional options, in fresh produce supply chains with freshness-keeping efforts.
Chen et al. [55] studied the multi-period joint order and pricing decisions of fresh pro-
duce retailers based on option contracts. However, the abovementioned literature fails to
consider the simultaneous impact of both quantity losses and quality degradation on the
market demand for fresh produce. Additionally, it does not consider how freshness-keeping
efforts affect optimal decisions for fresh produce supply chains with spot markets.

To our knowledge, few scholars have studied retailer ordering, pricing, and freshness-
keeping decisions in fresh produce supply chains with option contracts and spot markets.
Compared with the literature review, this paper makes the following contributions: First,
this paper introduces option contracts and spot markets to the fresh produce supply
chain with freshness-keeping efforts and investigates the retailer’s ordering, pricing, and
freshness-keeping decisions. Second, this paper compares and analyzes the effects of single
ordering and mixed ordering policies on the retailer’s optimal decisions to help supply
chain members make more rational decisions.

3. Model Description and Assumptions

This article studies retailer ordering, pricing, and freshness-keeping decisions in a
single sales season based on stochastic demand depending on retail prices and the freshness
of fresh produce. The fresh produce supplier offers a call option contract to the retailer,
who can place orders through firm ordering (ordered through wholesale price contracts)
and/or call options. Each unit call option gives the retailer the right to purchase one unit of
fresh produce from the supplier at the option exercise price after observing market demand,
with the retailer’s call option exercise quantity not exceeding the option order quantity.
The supplier promises to guarantee supply, meaning that the supply quantity is not less
than the retailer’s total order quantity (the sum of firm order quantity and call option order
quantity). In addition to the retail market, there is also a fresh produce spot market that
can adjust market supply and demand. Spot market prices are random variables that are
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independent of individual company demand and are only affected by total market demand
(Luo et al. [47]).

The game order of the model is as follows: before the start of the sales season, the
supplier simultaneously provides wholesale price contracts and call option contracts to the
retailer; based on the wholesale price, option price, and the exercise price of fresh produce
set by the supplier, the retailer issues a single order or a mixed order to the supplier
combined with past sales data and expectations of market demand. At the beginning of
the sales season, the supplier delivers a firm quantity of fresh produce to the retailer, who
then undertakes freshness-keeping efforts and transports them to the target market. After
the start of the sales season, based on the actual market demand observed, which depends
on the retail price and freshness, the retailers exercise call options according to the actual
market demand and the survival quantity of fresh produce transported to the target market
and takes freshness-keeping measures during transportation. For unmet market demand,
the retailer can meet it through spot purchases in the spot market. Since the spot market
has preservation facilities, such as cold storage, the fresh produce purchased in the spot
market by the retailer do not require preservation. Due to the perishability of fresh produce,
unsold products by the retailer after the end of the sales season have no salvage value. The
notations used in this article are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The table shows notations and descriptions.

Notations Descriptions

Parameters
o Option price per unit
e Exercise price per unit
w Wholesale price per unit

θ
(

τi
j

)
Freshness level index, θ

(
τi

j

)
∈ [0, 1]

c
(

τi
j

)
The retailer’s freshness-keeping cost per unit of fresh produce

D
(

pi
j, θ

(
τi

j

))
Stochastic market demand for fresh produce

f (x), F(x) PDF and CDF of stochastic market demand
Ps Unit spot price in the spot market, Ps ∈

[
pl

s, pu
s

]
v(ps), V(ps) PDF and CDF of spot price

ps, s The actual and mean values of spot price
β Circulation loss rates of fresh produce
π The retailer’s profit

Decision variables
pi

j Retail price per unit of fresh produce
τi

j The freshness-keeping efforts of the retailer
qi

j The order quantity in different ordering policies

Superscripts i ∈ {s, m} represent single ordering and mixed ordering policies, respec-
tively. Superscripts j ∈ {w, o} represent the firm ordering and option ordering policies in a
single ordering policy, respectively. Superscript * denotes the optimal decision.

According to Wang and Chen [56], the additive stochastic demand is assumed to
be D

(
pi

j, θ
(

τi
j

))
= y

(
pi

j, τi
j

)
+ ε, where y

(
pi

j, τi
j

)
= a + δθ

(
τi

j

)
− bpi

j (a is the potential
market demand, δ is the freshness sensitivity factor, and b is the retail price sensitivity
factor, a > 0, δ > 0, b > 0); the random variable ε follows a truncated normal distribution,
with standard deviation σ mean µ, ε ∈ [A, B]. In order to assure that positive demand
is possible for some range of pi

j and τi
j , according to Petruzzi and Dada [57], we define

that A > −a. The assumption is that the retailer is rational, with the goal of maximizing
expected profit. To ensure the scientific validity and rationality of the model, the other
related assumptions are as follows:

Assumption 1. Suppose e(1 − β) < w < o + e(1 − β) < s(1 − β) < p(1 − β).
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This assumption is to ensure that the retailer will prioritize ordering call options from
the supplier, rather than purchasing fresh produce in the spot market.

Assumption 2. Suppose o < w < o + e(1 − β).

This assumption is to ensure that the retailer make firm order and option order.

Assumption 3. Suppose θ′
(

τi
j

)
> 0, θ′′

(
τi

j

)
< 0; c′

(
τi

j

)
> 0, c′′

(
τi

j

)
> 0.

Assumption 3 indicates that the greater the freshness-keeping efforts made by the
retailer, the higher the freshness of fresh produce, and the higher the freshness-keeping
cost per unit of fresh produce. As freshness-keeping efforts increase, the rate of increase
in freshness of fresh produce will slow down, while the rate of increase in freshness-
keeping costs will accelerate, which is in line with the freshness-keeping characteristics of
fresh produce.

Assumption 4. When there is an existing spot market, regardless of the actual spot price ps, the
retailer will first exercise the call option, and then purchase the remaining amount from the spot
market after the exercise of the call option.

Assumption 5. When there is an existing spot market, the exercise price of call options is min(e, ps),
meaning that when e ≤ ps, the retailer exercises the option with e; when ps < e, the retailer exercises
the option with ps.

Let [x]+ = max[x, 0], F(·) = 1 − F(·), V(·) = 1 − V(·).

4. Single Ordering Policy

This section considers the basic model in which the single ordering policy of the
retailer’s firm ordering policy only and options ordering policy only to study the ordering,
pricing, and freshness-keeping decisions of the retailer.

4.1. Firm Ordering Only

First, study the basic model of the retailer firm ordering only and not ordering call
options. The profit function of the retailer with firm ordering only is as follows:

π(qs
w, ps

w, τs
w) = ps

wD(ps
w, θ(τs

w))− (w + c(τs
w))q

s
w − Ps[D(ps

w, θ(τs
w))− qs

w(1 − β)]+ (1)

The first term is the sales revenue of fresh produce, the second term is the firm
ordering and freshness-keeping costs of fresh produce, and the third term is the cost of
purchasing fresh produce from the spot market when the firm order quantity cannot meet
market demand.

Define zw(1 − β) = qs
w(1 − β) − y(ps

w, τs
w), where zw(1 − β) is the stocking factor

(Petruzzi and Dada [57]) or the riskless leftovers (Wang and Chen [56]). When
ε ≤ zw(1 − β), there is a surplus of fresh produce; when zw(1 − β) < ε, the retailer needs
to purchase fresh produce from the spot market to meet market demand. Substituting
D(ps

w, θ(τs
w)) = y(ps

w, τs
w) + ε into Equation (1), Equation (1) can be rewritten as follows:

π(zw, ps
w, τs

w) = p(y(ps
w, τs

w) + ε)− (w + c(τs
w))

(
y(ps

w, τs
w)

1 − β
+ zw

)
− Ps[ε − zw(1 − β)]+ (2)

Defining Λ(zw) =
∫ zw(1−β)

A [zw(1− β)− x] f(x)dx, Θ(zw) =
∫ B

zw(1−β) [x− zw(1− β)] f(x)dx.
The retailer’s expected profit under firm ordering only is as follows:

E[π(zw, ps
w, τs

w)] = ψ(ps
w, τs

w)− L(zw, τs
w) (3)

where

ψ(ps
w, τs

w) = [ps
w(1 − β)− (w + c(τs

w))]
y(ps

w, τs
w) + µ

1 − β
(4)
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L(zw, τs
w) = (w + c(τs

w))
Λ(zw)

1 − β
+ [s(1 − β)− (w + c(τw))]

Θ(zw)

1 − β
(5)

Equation (3) demonstrates that the expected profit consists of the riskless profit minus
the expected loss from uncertainty. Equation (4) represents a riskless profit function for
a given retail price and freshness-keeping effort, where ε is equivalent to µ. Equation (5)
represents a loss function designed to evaluate the expected surplus loss of Λ(zw)/(1 − β)
units of fresh produce when zw is too high and the additional procurement cost paid for
Θ(zw)/(1 − β) units of fresh produce from the spot market when zw is too low. All proofs
for both propositions and corollaries are provided in Appendix A.

Lemma 1. When the retailer uses firm ordering only, for a given (zw, τs
w), there exists a unique opti-

mal retail price ps
w that maximizes the retailer’s expected profit and ps

w
∗(τs

w) =
[a + δθ(τs

w) + ((w + c(τs
w))/(1 − β))b + µ]/2b.

Lemma 1 shows that in the case of a spot market and firm ordering only, the op-
timal pricing decision of the retailer is unique, and the retailer’s optimal retail price is
independent of the ordered quantity.

Lemma 2. When the retailer uses firm ordering only, for a given (zw, ps
w), there exists a unique opti-

mal freshness-keeping effort τs
w that maximizes the retailer’s expected profit and τs

w
∗(zw, ps

w) satisfies(
ps

w − w + c(τs
w
∗)

1 − β

)
δθ′

(
τs

w
∗) = c′(τs

w
∗)

1 − β

(
a + δθ

(
τs

w
∗)− bps

w + µ +
∫ B

A
[zw(1 − β)− x] f (x)dx

)
. (6)

Lemma 2 shows that optimal retailer freshness-keeping efforts are related to factors such
as wholesale price, retail price, freshness, order quantity, demand uncertainty, and circula-
tion losses.

Lemma 3. When the retailer uses firm ordering only, for a given (ps
w, τs

w), there exists a unique opti-
mal total order quantity qs

w
∗ that maximizes the retailer’s expected profit and

qs
w
∗ = y(ps

w, τs
w)/(1 − β) + z∗w.

Based on Lemma 1, Lemma 2, and Lemma 3, the retailer’s optimal ordering, pricing,
and freshness-keeping decisions in the case of the firm ordering policy can be determined,
and these are presented in Proposition 1.

Proposition 1. When the retailer uses firm ordering only and there is a spot market available, the re-
tailer’s optimal ordering, pricing, and freshness-keeping decisions is to sell
qs

w
∗ = y(ps

w, τs
w)/(1 − β) + z∗w units of fresh produce at retail price ps

w
∗ and at freshness-keeping

effort τs
w
∗, where z∗w is the unique zw on [A, B] that satisfies s(1 − β)[1 − F(z∗w(1 − β))] =

w + c(τs
w).

Proposition 1 indicates that in the case of retailer firm ordering policies, there exists
a unique optimal ordering, pricing, and freshness-keeping decision that maximizes the
retailer’s expected profit. Meanwhile, the optimal total order quantity, optimal retail price,
and optimal freshness-keeping effort of the retailer are related to factors such as demand
uncertainty, the freshness of fresh produce, cost parameters, and circulation losses.

4.2. Option Ordering Only

Now study the basic model in the case of only using retailer option ordering. When
e ≤ Ps, the retailer’s expected profit in the case of option ordering only is as follows:

π(qs
o, ps

o, τs
o ) = ps

oD(ps
o, θ(τs

o ))− oqs
o − (e + c(τs

o ))min{D(ps
o, θ(τs

o )), qs
o(1 − β)}

−Ps[D(ps
o, θ(τs

o ))− qs
o(1 − β)]+

(7)
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The first term is the sales revenue derived from fresh produce, the second term is the
option ordering cost, the third term is the cost of exercising call options and the freshness-
keeping of fresh produce, and the fourth term is the cost of purchasing fresh produce from
the spot market when the option order quantity cannot meet market demand.

When Ps < e, the retailer’s expected profit in the case of option ordering only is
as follows:

π(qs
o, ps

o, τs
o ) = ps

oD(ps
o, θ(τs

o ))− oqs
o − (Ps + c(τs

o ))min{D(ps
o, θ(τs

o )), qs
o(1 − β)}

−Ps[D(ps
o, θ(τs

o ))− qs
o(1 − β)]+

(8)

The meaning of each term in Equation (8) is the same as that in Equation (7).
Due to the fact that

∫ e
pl

s
v(ps)dps = V(e), it follows that

∫ pu
s

e v(ps)dps = V(e). Let∫ e
pl

s
psv(ps)dps = ρ̂ and

∫ pu
s

e psv(ps)dps = ρ̌. Then, the profit function of the retailer with
option ordering only is as follows:

π(qs
o, ps

o, τs
o ) = ps

oD(ps
o, θ(τs

o ))− oqs
o −

[(
eV(e) + ρ̂

)
+ c(τs

o )
]
min{D(ps

o, θ(τs
o )), qs

o(1 − β)}
−Ps[D(ps

o, θ(τs
o ))− qs

o(1 − β)]+
(9)

Define zo(1 − β) = qs
o(1 − β)− y(ps

o, τs
o ), where zo(1 − β) is the stocking factor. When

ε ≤ zo(1 − β), there is a surplus call option; when zo(1 − β) < ε, the retailer needs to
purchase fresh produce from the spot market to meet market demand. Substituting
D(ps

o, θ(τs
o )) = y(ps

o, τs
o ) + ε into Equation (9), Equation (9) can be rewritten as follows:

π(zo, ps
o, τs

o ) = ps
o(y(ps

o, τs
o ) + ε)− o

(
y(ps

o ,τs
o )

1−β + zo

)
−

(
eV(e) + ρ̂ + c(τs

o )
)
min{y(ps

o, τs
o ) + ε, y(ps

o, τs
o ) + zo(1 − β)}

−Ps[ε − zo(1 − β)]+.
(10)

Defining Λ(zo) =
∫ zo(1−β)

A [zo(1− β)− x] f (x)dx, Θ(zo) =
∫ B

zo(1−β) [x − zo(1− β)] f (x)dx.
The retailer’s expected profit in the case of option ordering only is as follows:

E[π(zo, ps
o, τs

o )] = ψ(ps
o, τs

o )− L(zo, τs
o ) (11)

where

ψ(ps
o, τs

o ) =
{[

ps
o −

(
eV(e) + ρ̂ + c(τs

o )
)]
(1 − β)− o

}y(ps
o, τs

o ) + µ

1 − β
(12)

L(zo, τs
o ) = o

Λ(zo)

1 − β
+

{[
s −

(
eV(e) + ρ̂ + c(τs

o )
)]
(1 − β)− o

}Θ(zo)

1 − β
. (13)

Equation (11) demonstrates that the expected profit consists of the riskless profit minus
the expected loss from uncertainty. Equation (12) represents a riskless profit function for a
given retail price and freshness-keeping effort, where ε is equivalent to µ. Equation (13)
is a loss function designed to evaluate the expected surplus loss of Λ(zo)/(1 − β) units of
call option when zo is too high and the additional procurement cost paid for Λ(zo)/(1 − β)
units of fresh produce from the spot market when zo is too low.

Lemma 4. In the case of retailer option ordering only, for a given (zo, τs
o ), there exists a unique opti-

mal retail price ps
o that maximizes the retailer’s expected profit and ps

o
∗(τs

o ) =[
a + δθ(τs

o ) +
[
eV(e) + ρ̂ + c(τs

o ) + (o/(1 − β))
]
b + µ

]
/2b.

Lemma 4 shows that when there is a spot market and option ordering only, the
optimal pricing decision of the retailer is unique, and the retailer’s optimal retail price is
independent of the ordered quantity.
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Lemma 5. In the case of retailer option ordering only, for a given (zo, ps
o), there exists a unique opti-

mal freshness-keeping effort τs
o that maximizes the retailer’s expected profit and τs

o
∗(zo, ps

o) satisfies(
ps

o − c
(
τs

o
∗))δθ′

(
τs

o
∗) = c′

(
τs

o
∗)(a + δθ

(
τs

o
∗)− bps

o + µ − Θ(zo)
)
. (14)

Lemma 5 shows that optimal freshness-keeping efforts of the retailer are related to
factors such as wholesale price, retail price, freshness, order quantity, demand uncertainty,
and circulation losses.

Lemma 6. In the case of retailer option ordering only, for a given (ps
o, τs

o ), there exists a unique opti-
mal total order quantity qs

o
∗ that maximizes the retailer’s expected profit and

qs
o
∗ = y(ps

o, τs
o )/(1 − β) + z∗o .

Based on Lemma 4, Lemma 5, and Lemma 6, optimal retailer ordering, pricing, and
freshness-keeping decisions in relation to option ordering policy can be determined, and
these are presented in Proposition 2.

Proposition 2. In the case of retailer option ordering only and an available sot market, optimal
retailer ordering, pricing, and freshness-keeping decisions is to sell qs

o
∗ = y(ps

o, τs
o )/(1 − β) +

z∗o units of fresh produce at retail price ps
o
∗ and at freshness-keeping effort τs

o
∗, where z∗o is the

unique zo on [A, B] that satisfies
[
s −

(
eV(e) + ρ̂ + c(τs

o )
)]
(1 − β)[1 − F(zo(1 − β))] = o.

Proposition 2 indicates that under the retailer option ordering policy, there exists
a unique optimal ordering, pricing, and freshness-keeping decision that maximizes the
retailer’s expected profits. Meanwhile, the optimal retailer total order quantity, optimal
retail price, and optimal freshness-keeping efforts are related to factors such as demand
uncertainty, the freshness of fresh produce, cost parameters, and circulation losses.

5. Mixed Ordering Policy

We now analyze the optimal decisions made by the retailer in the case of a mixed
ordering policy with simultaneous firm ordering and option ordering. Since qm = qm

w + qm
o ,

decision (qm
w , qm

o , pm, τm) is equivalent to decision ((qm
o , qm, pm, τm). In the same Equation

(9), the profit function of the retailer under mixed ordering when considering the spot
market is as follows:

π(qm
o , qm, pm, τm) = pmD(pm, θ(τm))− (w + c(τm))(qm − qm

o )− oqm
o

−
[(

eV(e) + ρ̂
)
+ c(τm)

]
min

{
[D(pm, θ(τm))− (qm − qm

o )(1 − β)]+, qm
o (1 − β)

}
− Ps[D(pm, θ(τm))− qm(1 − β)]+.

(15)

The sales revenue is represented by the first term, and the second term is the firm
ordering and freshness-keeping costs of fresh produce. The third term is the option ordering
cost, the fourth term is the cost of exercising call options and the freshness-keeping of fresh
produce when the firm order quantity cannot meet market demand, and the fifth term is
the cost of purchasing fresh produce from spot markets after exercising a call option that
did not meet market demand.

Define z(1 − β) = qm(1 − β)− y(pm, τm), where z(1 − β) is the stocking factor. When
ε ≤ (z − qm

o )(1 − β), there is a surplus of fresh produce; when (z − qm
o )(1 − β) < ε ≤

z(1 − β), there is a surplus call option; when z(1 − β) < ε, the retailer needs to purchase
fresh produce from a spot market to meet market demand. Substituting D(pm, θ(τm)) =
y(pm, τm) + ε into Equation (15), Equation (15) can be rewritten as follows:

π(qm
o , z, pm, τm) = p(y(pm, τm) + ε)− (w + c(τ))

(
z + y(pm ,τm)

1−β − qm
o

)
− oqm

o

−
[(

eV(e) + ρ̂
)
+ c(τm)

]
min

{
[ε − (z − qm

o )(1 − β)]+, qm
o (1 − β)

}
− Ps[ε − z(1 − β)]+.

(16)
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Defining Λ(qm
o , z) =

∫ (z−qm
o )(1−β)

A [(z − qm
o )(1 − β)− x] f (x)dx, Ω(qm

o , z) =∫ z(1−β)
(z−qm

o )(1−β)
[z(1 − β)− x] f (x)dx, Θ(z) =

∫ B
z(1−β) [x − z(1 − β)] f (x)dx. The retailer’s ex-

pected profit in the case of mixed ordering policy is as follows:

E[π(qm
o , z, pm, τm)] = ψ(pm, τm)− L(z, qm

o , τm) (17)

where

ψ(pm, τm) = [pm(1 − β)− (w + c(τm))]
y(pm, τm) + µ

1 − β
(18)

L(qm
o , z, τm) = (w + c(τm))

Λ(qm
o ,z)

1−β +
[
(w + c(τm))−

(
eV(e) + ρ̂ + c(τm)

)
(1 − β)

]Ω(qm
o ,z)

1−β

+[s(1 − β)− (w + c(τm))]
Θ(z)
1−β + oqm

o
∫ (z−qm

o )(1−β)
A f (x)dx +

[
o +

(
eV(e) + ρ̂ + c(τm)

)
(1 − β)−(w + c(τm))

]
qm

o
∫ B
(z−qm

o )(1−β) f (x)dx.
(19)

Equation (17) demonstrates the expected profit consists of the riskless profit minus
the expected loss from uncertainty. Equation (18) is a riskless profit function for a given
retail price and freshness-keeping effort, where ε is equivalent to µ. Equation (19) is a
loss function designed to evaluate the expected surplus loss of Λ(qm

o , z)/(1 − β) units of
fresh produce and Ω(qm

o , z)/(1 − β) units of call option when qm
o and z is too high and the

additional procurement cost paid for Θ(z)/(1 − β) units of fresh produce from the spot
market when z is too low.

Lemma 7. When the retailer uses a mixed ordering policy, for a given (qm
o , z, τm), there exists

a unique optimal retail price pm that maximizes the retailer’s expected profit and pm∗(τm) =
[a + δθ(τm) + ((w + c(τm))/(1 − β))b + µ]/2b.

Lemma 7 shows that in the case of spot market availability and option ordering only,
the optimal pricing decision of the retailer is unique, and the retailer’s optimal retail price
is independent of the ordered quantity.

Lemma 8. When the retailer uses a mixed ordering policy, for a given (qm
o , z, pm), there ex-

ists a unique optimal freshness-keeping effort τm that maximizes the retailer’s expected profit
and τm∗(qm

o , z, p) satisfies(
pm − c(τm∗)

1−β

)
δθ′(τm∗)− c′(τm∗)

1−β [a + δθ(τm∗)− bpm + µ + Λ(qm
o , z) + Ω(qm

o , z)− Θ(z)] + c′(τm∗)Ω(qm
o , z)+

βc′(τm∗)qm
o
∫ B
(z−qm

o )(1−β) f (x)dx = 0.
(20)

Lemma 8 shows that the optimal freshness-keeping efforts of the retailer are related to
factors such as wholesale price, retail price, freshness, order quantity, demand uncertainty,
and circulation losses.

Lemma 9. When the retailer uses a mixed ordering policy, for a given (pm, τm), and when c(τm∗) <
s −

(
eV(e) + ρ̂

)
, there exists a unique optimal option order quantity qm

o
∗ and a unique optimal total

order quantity qm
o
∗ that maximizes the retailer’s expected profit and qm∗ = y(pm, τm)/(1− β) + z∗.

Based on Lemma 7, Lemma 8, and Lemma 9, optimal retailer ordering, pricing, and
freshness-keeping decisions in the case of the option ordering policy can be determined,
and these are presented in Proposition 3.

Proposition 3. When the retailer uses a mixed ordering policy and there is a spot market avail-
able, the retailer’s optimal ordering, pricing, and freshness-keeping decisions is to sell qm∗ =
y(pm, τm)/(1 − β) + z∗units of fresh produce at retail price pm∗and at freshness-keeping ef-
fort τm∗, where z∗is the unique zon [A, B]that satisfies F[z(1 − β)] =
1 −

{
o/

[
s −

(
eV(e) + ρ̂

)
− c(τ)

]
(1 − β)

}
.
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Proposition 3 indicates that in the case of a retailer using a mixed ordering policy, there
exists a unique optimal ordering, pricing, and freshness-keeping decisions that maximize
the retailer’s expected profit. Meanwhile, the optimal total order quantity, optimal retail
price, and optimal freshness-keeping efforts of the retailer are related to factors such as
demand uncertainty, freshness of fresh produce, cost parameters, and circulation losses.

6. Numerical Examples

In order to visualize the nature of the important propositions in the paper and to
further reveal the effects of demand risk, contract price parameters, circulation losses,
and spot market prices on the three ordering policies and to elucidate further managerial
implications, numerical analyses are conducted in this section.

The market demand function is known to be D
(

p, θ
(

τi
j

))
= a + δθ

(
τi

j

)
− bpi

j + ε;
thus, let the market demand parameter a = 1000, b = 80, δ = 150; the random variable
ε follows a truncated normal distribution with standard deviation σ mean µ, such that
µ = 500, A = −200, and B = 1600. Assuming that the freshness function of fresh produce

is θ
(

τi
j

)
= θ0

(
τi

j

)n
(0 < τi

j < 1, 0 < n < 1), where θ0 is the initial freshness with a
value of 1, and n is the sensitivity coefficient of freshness to freshness-keeping efforts,
it is easy to obtain that θ

(
τi

j

)
∈ [0, 1], θ′

(
τi

j

)
> 0, and θ′′

(
τi

j

)
< 0, all of which are in

accordance with the previous assumptions and are consistent with the actual situation, thus

n = 0.4. Assuming that the freshness cost function for fresh produce is c
(

τi
j

)
= 1

2 λ
(

τi
j

)2

(0 < τi
j < 1, λ > 0), where λ is the sensitivity coefficient of freshness-keeping efforts

to freshness-keeping cost, and a larger λ indicates a higher cost required for the same
freshness-keeping effort, it is easy to obtain that c′

(
τi

j

)
> 0, and c′′

(
τi

j

)
> 0, all of which

are in accordance with the previous assumptions and are consistent with the actual situation,
thus λ = 2. Changes in demand risk (the standard deviation of ε is σ), wholesale price w,
option price o, exercise price e, circulation losses β, and spot market price mean s represent
different decision scenarios.

6.1. Selection of Optimal Ordering Policy

Let σ = 100, w = 4, o = 1.5, e = 3.5, β = 0.2 and s = 7.5. The results are shown in
Table 2.

Table 2. The table shows the optimal decisions and maximum expected profit for retailers in the case
of different ordering policies.

Firm Order
Quantity

Option Order
Quantity

Total Order
Quantity

Freshness-
Keeping

Effort
Retail Price Expected

Profit

Firm ordering only 674.32 — 674.32 0.50 12.74 4158.07
Option ordering only — 703.05 703.05 0.81 13.25 4039.87
Mixed ordering policy 547.57 180.14 727.71 0.70 12.99 4170.91

By analyzing Table 2, the following conclusions can be summarized.

Result 1. qm* > qs
w

*, qm* > qs
o

*; qm
w

* < qs
w

*; qm
o

* < qs
o

*.

Compared to firm ordering only with a single ordering policy, a mixed ordering
policy can increase supply flexibility by reducing firm order quantities; compared to option
ordering only with a single ordering policy, mixed ordering can reduce ordering costs by
reducing option order quantities. Result 1 shows that a mixed ordering policy can decrease
the risk of high costs that the retailer bears when replenishing from a spot market.

Result 2. τs
w

* < τm* < τs
o

*.
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Higher ordering costs for fresh produce lead to higher potential loss costs for the
retailer. Therefore, the rational retailer will choose a higher level of freshness-keeping effort
to avoid suffering greater freshness losses. Result 2 indicates that the freshness-keeping
effort for fresh produce are positively correlated with ordering cost.

Result 3. ps
w

* < pm* < ps
o

*.

When both ordering cost and freshness-keeping costs are high, the retailer will set
higher retail price to ensure their own profit levels. Therefore, the optimal retail price for
a mixed ordering policy is higher than for firm ordering only but lower than for option
ordering only.

Demand risk (the variation of standard deviation σ) is one of the important ways of
characterizing the uncertainty of market demand. Let w = 4, o = 1.5, e = 3.5, β = 0.2,
and s = 7.5, and with the change of σ (σ ∈ [80, 300]), we can further derive the optimal
decisions of a retailer under different market demand risk conditions, thereby providing
corresponding management insights.

Figure 1 describes the effects on the optimal retailer decision and maximum expected
profit when facing different demand risks under two single ordering policies (firm ordering
only and option ordering only) and in the case of a mixed ordering policy. By analyzing
Figure 1, Remark 1–2 can be concluded.
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Figure 1. The figure shows the effects of different demand risks on the optimal decisions and
maximum expected profit of the retailer.

Remark 1. The optimal order quantity for the retailer is a decreasing function of market demand
risk, and the optimal order quantity when using a mixed ordering policy is greater than the optimal
order quantity for two single ordering policies.

From Figure 1, with increasing demand risk, the retailer will gradually reduce their
order quantities. This is contrary to the research conclusions of Wang and Chen [56]. This
is because Wang and Chen [56] did not consider the existence of spot markets. In this study,
when the market risk is high and there is a spot market available for replenishment to deal
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with uncertain demand risks, the retailer will choose to bear higher spot purchase costs
instead of ordering more to deal with market demand uncertainty risks.

Remark 2. Optimal freshness-keeping efforts and optimal retail price are both increasing functions
of market demand risk.

From Figure 1, when demand risk is high, the retailer will undertake greater freshness-
keeping efforts to enhance the freshness levels of fresh produce in order to increase market
demand; due to the significant increase in the freshness-keeping cost and spot purchase
cost for the retailer, the retailer will raise the optimal retail price to ensure their profit levels.

Result 4. The retailer’s maximum expected profit is a decreasing function of demand risk. The
relationship of the maximum expected profit between firm ordering only and option ordering only
depends on demand risk, i.e., when demand risk is low, firm ordering is better than option ordering;
when demand risk is high, option ordering is better than firm ordering. When all three ordering
policies are available, the optimal ordering policy for the retailer is a mixed ordering policy.

According to Remark 1–2, an increase in demand risk will lead to a decrease in order
quantity, an increase in order cost, and an increase in retail price. All of these factors will
reduce the retailer’s expected profits. When demand risk is low, the main role of a mixed
ordering policy is to reduce order cost, and at this time, the firm ordering part of a mixed
ordering policy plays a role; when market risk is relatively high, the main role of mixed
ordering is to reduce market risk, and at this time, the option ordering part plays a role.
Compared to option ordering only, mixed ordering can reduce ordering cost; compared to
firm ordering only, mixed ordering can increase supply flexibility and effectively reduce
losses due to market uncertainty risks. Therefore, the optimal ordering policy for the
retailer is that of mixed ordering.

6.2. Effects of Contract Parameters

(1) Effects of wholesale price

Let σ = 100, o = 1.5, e = 3.5, β = 0.2, and s = 7.5; with the change of w (w ∈ [3.6, 4.2]),
the effects of wholesale prices on optimal retailer decisions and maximum expected profit
are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 describes the effects on the retailer’s optimal decisions and maximum ex-
pected profit when the wholesale price changes in the case of two single ordering policies
(firm ordering only and option ordering only) and in the case of a mixed ordering policy.
By analyzing Figure 2, Remark 3 can be concluded.

Remark 3. In the case of a mixed ordering policy and a firm ordering policy, the optimal total
order quantity and maximum expected profit of the retailer are decreasing functions of the wholesale
price, and the optimal freshness-keeping effort and retail price are increasing functions of the
wholesale price.

From Figure 2, with the increase in wholesale price, the retailer’s ordering costs for
firm ordering only and for the firm ordering part, which makes up the bulk of the mixed
ordering policy, increase significantly; therefore, the retailer reduces the ordered quantity;
higher ordering costs will prompt the retailer to put more effort into freshness-keeping
to reduce freshness loss; therefore, retailers have to raise retail prices to maintain their
profit levels. However, reduced ordering quantities, increased freshness-keeping costs, and
increased retail prices will all lead to a decrease in the expected profits of the retailer.
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Figure 2. The figure shows the effects of wholesale price changes on optimal decisions and maximum
expected profits in relation to the retailer.

(2) Effects of option price

Let σ = 100, w = 4, e = 3.5, β = 0.2, and s = 7.5; with the change of o (o ∈ [1.3, 1.7]),
the effects of option price on the optimal retailer decisions and maximum expected profit
are shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3 describes the effects on the retailer’s optimal decisions and maximum ex-
pected profit when the option price changes in the case of two single ordering policies (firm
ordering only and option ordering only) and in the case of a mixed ordering policy. By
analyzing Figure 3, Remark 4 can be concluded.

Remark 4. In the case of a mixed ordering policy and option ordering policy, the optimal total
order quantity and maximum expected profit of the retailer are decreasing functions of the option
price; in the case of a mixed ordering policy, the optimal freshness-keeping effort and retail price are
decreasing functions of the option price, whereas the optimal freshness-keeping effort and retail price
are increasing functions of the option price in the case of an option ordering policy.

From Figure 3, with the increase in option price, the retailer’s ordering costs for the
case of option ordering only and for the option ordering part, which makes up of the mixed
ordering policy, increase significantly. The retailer who only adheres to option ordering will
reduce their order quantity and undertake greater freshness-keeping efforts to reduce losses
due to spoilage, and this increased cost will force the retailer to raise retail prices, leading
to a decrease in expected profits. The retailer who uses mixed ordering will reduce the
option ordering part in favor of increasing the firm ordering part to reduce the total order
quantity. The increase in the firm ordering part will decrease the total order cost, thereby
slightly reducing the level of effort in terms of freshness-keeping. Therefore, the retailer
will slightly lower their retail price to stimulate market demand. However, a decrease
in order quantity will increase the probability of the retailer going to a spot market for
high-cost replenishment, and the decrease in freshness level will also lead to a decrease in
the retailer’s expected profit.

(3) Effects of exercise price

Let σ = 100, w = 4, o = 1.5, β = 0.2, and s = 7.5; with the change of e (e ∈ [3.3, 3.7]),
the effects of exercise price on the retailer’s optimal decisions and maximum expected
profit are shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4 describes the effects on the retailer’s optimal decisions and maximum ex-
pected profit when the exercise price changes in the case of two single ordering policies
(firm ordering only and option ordering only) and in the case of a mixed ordering policy.
By analyzing Figure 4, Remark 5 can be concluded.

Remark 5. In the case of a mixed ordering policy and option ordering policy, the optimal total
order quantity and maximum expected profit of the retailer are decreasing functions of the exercise
price; in the case of a mixed ordering policy, the optimal freshness-keeping effort and retail price are
decreasing functions of the exercise price, whereas the optimal freshness-keeping effort and retail
price are increasing functions of the exercise price in the case of an option ordering policy.

The reasons for Remark 5 are the same as for Remark 4.

6.3. Effects of Exogenous Parameter

(1) Effects of circulation losses

Let σ = 100, w = 4, o = 1.5, e = 3.5 and s = 7.5; with the change of β (β ∈ [0.15, 0.25]),
the effects of circulation losses on the retailer’s optimal decisions and maximum expected
profit are shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5 describes the effects on the retailer’s optimal decisions and maximum ex-
pected profit when facing different circulation losses in the case of two single ordering
policies (firm ordering only and option ordering only) and in the case of mixed ordering
policy. By analyzing Figure 5, Remark 6 can be concluded.

Remark 6. The optimal total order quantity and optimal retail price of the retailer are increasing
functions of circulation losses, while the maximum expected profit is a decreasing function of
circulation losses. Freshness-keeping effort is an increasing function of circulation losses in the case
of mixed ordering and option ordering only policies, and freshness-keeping effort is a decreasing
function of circulation losses in the case of a firm ordering only policy.
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From Figure 5, regardless of which ordering policy is chosen, with the market demand
unchanged and increasing circulation losses, the retailer must increase their order quantity
to meet market demand, and the retailer’s ordering cost will increase 1/(1 − β) times.
Therefore, the retailer will raise retail prices to compensate for the profit losses caused by
the increase in costs.

With increasing circulation losses, for a policy with relatively low order cost, as in firm
ordering only, the retailer will reduce freshness-keeping efforts; however, a policy with
relatively high order costs, as in the case of option ordering only, will prompt the retailer to
increase freshness-keeping efforts to reduce losses. The increase in retail price will reduce
market demand, thereby reducing the retailer’s expected profit.

(2) Effects of spot price

Let σ = 100, w = 4, o = 1.5, e = 3.5 and β = 0.2; with the change of s (s ∈ [7, 8]), the
effects of spot price on the retailer’s optimal decisions and maximum expected profit are
shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6 describes the effects on the retailer’s optimal decisions and maximum ex-
pected profit when spot price changes occur in the case of two single ordering policies (firm
ordering only and option ordering only) and in the case of a mixed ordering policy. By
analyzing Figure 6, Remark 7 can be concluded.

Remark 7. The retailer’s optimal total order quantity is an increasing function of the spot price,
while the optimal freshness-keeping effort, optimal retail price, and maximum expected profit are
decreasing functions of the spot price.

From Figure 6, the spot price is generally higher than the sum of the ordering and
freshness-keeping costs. As the spot price rises, retailers often increase their order quantity
from the supplier to hedge against the risk of rising spot market prices in order to meet
market demand and avoid additional cost losses from spot purchases. The spot price does
not directly affect the retailer’s freshness-keeping decisions, but the increase in ordering cost
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due to increased order quantity forces the retailer to reduce their freshness-keeping efforts.
In order to sell more fresh produce inventory, the retailer will slightly reduce the retail price
to stimulate market demand. However, higher inventory, slightly lower retail price, and
higher spot purchase costs will all lead to a decrease in the retailer’s expected profit.

6.4. Managerial Implications

Based on the results drawn from the numerical example, the following managerial
implications are proposed to help fresh produce retailers hedge market demand risk and
increase their expected profits.

(1) The retailer should improve the accuracy of demand risk forecasting to optimize
inventory management. Market demand risk will significantly affect the retailer’s
optimal decisions and expected profits. Therefore, retailers should achieve accurate
forecasting of fresh produce market demand and inventory optimization based on the
data of past sales, information relating to customer behaviors and preferences, and
external market conditions, in order to optimize their inventory to reduce profit losses
due to stockouts of fresh produce or food waste due to unsold products.

(2) The retailer should adjust ordering policies dynamically according to the external
environment. Firstly, retailers should select the supplier that offers quantity flexibility
contracts when ordering to obtain the ability to hedge market demand risk, such as the
option contracts studied in this paper. Secondly, retailers should choose their ordering
policy more accurately according to the prediction of the market demand risk, such as
that shown in Result 4: when the supplier only offers a single ordering policy and the
demand risk is low, the retailer should choose a wholesale price contract with lower
ordering costs; when the demand risk is higher, the retailer should choose quantity
flexibility contracts that can hedge the risk. Thirdly, the retailer should also consider
the impact of spot markets on their optimal decisions when ordering.

(3) The retailer should undertake moderate freshness-keeping efforts in relation to their
fresh produce to increase expected profit. Freshness-keeping efforts are an important
means of ensuring the freshness of fresh produce, reducing circulation losses, and in-
creasing the expected profits of the retailer. However, due to the typical characteristics
of fresh produce and the high cost of freshness-keeping efforts, retailers should weigh
the extent to which the freshness-keeping costs increase marginal profit in order to
maximize their expected profit.

7. Conclusions and Discussion

From the perspective of the double losses of fresh produce and retailers replenishing
from spot markets, this article constructs the ordering, pricing, and freshness-keeping
decisions in the case of single ordering policies and mixed ordering policies based on
option contracts and analyzes the effects of relevant parameters on the optimal decisions
and maximum expected profit. The main conclusions include the following:

(1) Under the different retailer ordering policies, there are unique optimal pricing, order-
ing, and freshness-keeping decisions, but there is no joint decision. A fresh produce
retailer can develop optimal pricing, ordering, and freshness-keeping decisions, re-
spectively to maximize expected profit and satisfy market demand by using different
ordering policies.

(2) The retailer’s optimal order quantity in a mixed ordering policy is greater than that
of each of the two single ordering policies; the retailer’s optimal order quantity is
a decreasing function of demand risk and contract parameters, and an increasing
function of circulation losses and spot price. The retailer should adopt a mixed
ordering policy to achieve a higher optimal total ordering quantity, while also paying
attention to the impact of factors such as demand risk, contract parameters, circulation
losses, and spot prices on the ordering quantity in order to flexibly adjust the ordering
quantity, effectively manage inventory risk, and enhance market competitiveness.
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(3) The retailer’s optimal retail price in the case of a mixed ordering policy is lower
than that of option ordering only and higher than that of firm ordering only; the
retailer’s optimal retail price is an increasing function of demand risk and circulation
losses, and a decreasing function of spot price. A mixed ordering policy can take
into account the cost advantages of a firm ordering policy and the flexibility of an
option ordering policy, while also paying attention to external factors, such as demand
risks, circulation losses, and spot prices, in order to improve the adaptability and
market competitiveness of pricing strategies, ensuring the optimal balance between
risk management and cost control.

(4) Optimal retailer freshness-keeping efforts in the case of a mixed ordering policy
is lower than that of option ordering only and higher than that of firm ordering
only; optimal retailer freshness-keeping is an increasing function of demand risk
and circulation losses, and a decreasing function of spot price. The retailer should
adjust their level of freshness-keeping effort according to different ordering policies
to ensure a balance between the flexibility in an options ordering policy and the cost
advantages in a firm ordering policy. At the same time, sensitivity to demand risk
should be increased, freshness-keeping efforts should be strengthened to cope with
uncertainty, and freshness-keeping effort inputs should be moderately reduced when
spot prices are high to optimize cost-effectiveness and risk management.

(5) The retailer’s maximum expected profit is a decreasing function of demand risk,
contract parameters, circulation losses, and spot price. If the supplier only offers a
single ordering policy, when market demand risk is low, firm ordering only is better
than option ordering only; when market demand risk is high, option ordering only
is better than firm ordering only. If the supplier offers both a single ordering policy
and a mixed ordering policy, the optimal ordering policy for the retailer is a mixed
ordering policy. When pursuing maximum expected profit, the retailer should fully
consider key factors such as demand risk, contract parameters, circulation losses, and
spot market price, and flexibly adjust their ordering policies accordingly.

(6) Compared to the situation where replenishment cannot be carried out using spot
markets, the presence of spot markets will affect the retailer’s ordering, pricing,
and freshness-keeping decisions, while weakening the role of option contracts in
managing supply chain risks; the greater the market demand risk, the more significant
the role of the spot market. Spot markets provide additional supply channels and
price references for the retailer; therefore, the retailer should closely monitor spot
price dynamics and incorporate them as part of their supply chain risk management
strategy to enhance market adaptability and competitiveness.

Further research can be expanded from the following perspectives. First, this study
investigates the management decisions of fresh produce retailers when there is a single
period and a single channel, and subsequent research can be extended to multiple periods
and dual channels. Second, subsequent research can be conducted on the production
decisions of fresh produce suppliers facing random yield and supply chain coordination
strategies. Third, this study assumes that the retailer is risk-neutral, and subsequent studies
can investigate some irrational retailer decision-making behaviors through a more realistic
theoretical model based on different retailer risk attitudes.
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Appendix A

Proof of Lemma 1. For given (zw, τs
w),

dE[π(ps
w|zw,τs

w)]
dps

w
= a + δθ(τs

w)− 2bps
w + µ +

(
w+c(τs

w)
1−β

)
b,

dE[π(ps
w|zw,τs

w)]

dps
w

2 = −2b < 0. Then, for given (zw, τs
w), E[π(ps

w|zw, τs
w)] is concave with respect to

ps
w. Let dE[π(ps

w|zw,τs
w)]

dps
w

= 0, the retailer’s optimal retail price ps
w

*(τs
w) =

a+δθ(τs
w)+

(
w+c(τs

w)
1−β

)
b+µ

2b
can be obtained. This completes the proof. □

Proof of Lemma 2. For (zw, ps
w),

dE[π(τs
w |zw ,ps

w)]
dτs

w
= ps

wδθ′(τs
w)−

c′(τs
w)

1−β (a + δθ(τs
w)− bps

w + µ)

− c(τs
w)

1−β δθ′(τs
w) − c′(τs

w)
Λ(zw)−Θ(zw)

1−β , d2E[π(τs
w |zw ,pw)]

dτs
w

2 =
(

ps
w − c(τs

w)
1−β

)
δθ′′(τs

w) − c′′(τs
w)

1−β

(a + δθ(τs
w)− bps

w + µ + Λ(zw)− Θ(zw))− 2δ
1−β c′(τs

w)θ
′(τs

w). According to Assumption 3,
it can be known that θ′(τs

w) > 0, θ′′(τs
w) < 0; c′(τs

w) > 0, c′′(τs
w) > 0. Therefore, obviously,

there is d2E[π(τs
w|zw, ps

w)]/dτs
w

2 < 0. Then, for (zw, ps
w), E[π(τs

w|zw, ps
w)] is concave with

respect to τs
w, so there exists a unique optimal freshness-keeping effort τs

w
* that maximizes

the expected profit of the retailer. Let dE[π(τs
w |zw ,ps

w)]
dτs

w
= 0, the retailer’s optimal freshness-

keeping effort τs
w

*(zw, ps
w) satisfies Equation (6) and can be obtained. This completes

the proof. □

Proof of Lemma 3. For (ps
w, τs

w),
dE[π(zw|ps

w,τs
w)]

dzw
= −(w + c(τs

w)) + s(1− β)[1− F(zw(1− β))],
d2E[π(zw|ps

w,τs
w)]

dzw2 = −s(1− β)2 f [zw(1− β)] < 0. Then, for (ps
w, τs

w), E[π(zw|ps
w, τs

w)] is concave

with respect to zw. Therefore, there exists a unique optimal firm order quantity qs
w

* that
maximizes the expected profit of the retailer, and qs

w
* = y(ps

w, τs
w)/(1− β) + z*

w, where z*
w is

the unique zw on [A, B] that satisfies ∂E[π(zw|ps
w, τs

w)]/∂zw = 0. This completes the proof. □

Proof of Proposition 1. According to Lemma 3, let ∂E[π(zw|τs
w)]/∂zw = 0,

s(1 − β)[1 − F(zw(1 − β))] = w + c(τs
w) can be obtained, i.e., z*

w is the unique zw on [A, B]
that satisfies s(1 − β)[1 − F(zw(1 − β))] = w + c(τs

w). Therefore, the retailer’s optimal
order quantity at firm ordering only is qs

w
* = y(ps

w, τs
w)/(1 − β) + z*

w. This completes the
proof. □

Proof of Lemma 4. The proof of Lemma 4 is similar to the proof of Lemma 1. □

Proof of Lemma 5. The proof of Lemma 5 is similar to the proof of Lemma 2. □

Proof of Lemma 6. The proof of Lemma 6 is similar to the proof of Lemma 3. □

Proof of Proposition 2. According to Lemma 3, let dE[π(zo|τs
o )]/dzo = 0,[

s −
(
eV(e) + ρ̂ + c(τs

o )
)]
(1 − β)[1 − F(zo(1 − β))] = o can be obtained, i.e., z*

o is the unique
zo on [A, B] that satisfies

[
s −

(
eV(e) + ρ̂ + c(τs

o )
)]
(1 − β)[1 − F(zo(1 − β))] = o. Therefore,

the retailer’s optimal order quantity at option ordering only is qs
o

* = y(ps
o, τs

o )/(1− β) + z*
o.

This completes the proof. □

Proof of Lemma 7. The proof of Lemma 7 is similar to the proof of Lemma 1. □

Proof of Lemma 8. The proof of Lemma 8 is similar to the proof of Lemma 2. □
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Proof of Lemma 9. For (pm, τm), ∂E[π(qm
o ,z|pm ,τm)]
∂qm

o
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)
(1 − β)2 f [(z − qm

o )(1 − β)] −
[
s −

(
eV(e) + ρ̂

)
− c(τm)

]
(1 − β)2 f [z(1 − β)]. Additionally,
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2
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)
(1− β)4 f [(z − qm

o )(1− β)] f [z(1− β)]. When
c(τm) < s −

(
eV(e) + ρ̂

)
, D2 > 0. Then, the Hessian matrix is a negative definite. Then, for

(pm, τm), E[π(qm
o , z|pm, τm)] is the joint concave function with respect to qm

o and z. There-
fore, there exists a unique optimal option order quantity qm

o
* and total order quantity qm*

that maximizes the retailer’s expected profit, and qm* = y(pm, τm)/(1 − β) + z*, where z* is
the unique z on [A, B] that satisfies ∂E[π(qm

o , z|pm, τm)]/∂z = 0. This completes the proof.
□

Proof of Proposition 3. Substitute pm* and τm* into E[π(qm
o , z, pm, τm)], we can get

∂E[π(qm
o ,z,pm ,τm)]
∂qm

o
= −[o + (eV(e) + ρ̂ + c(τm))(1 − β)− (w + c(τm))] + [(eV(e) + ρ̂+

c(τm))(1 − β)]F[(z − qm
o )(1 − β)]; ∂E[π(qm

o ,z,pm ,τm)]
∂z = [s(1 − β)− (w + c(τm))] − [s−

(eV(e) + ρ̂)− c(τm)](1 − β)F[z(1 − β)] − (eV(e) + ρ̂ + c(τm))(1 − β)F[(z − qm
o )(1 − β)].

According to Lemma 3, let ∂E[π(qm
o , z, pm, τm)]/∂qm

o = 0, F[(z − qm
o )(1− β)] =

o+(eV(e)+ρ̂+c(τm))(1−β)−(w+c(τm))

(eV(e)+ρ̂+c(τm))(1−β)
; let ∂E[π(qm

o , z, pm, τm)]/∂z = 0,

F[z(1 − β)] = [s(1−β)−(w+c(τm))]−(eV(e)+ρ̂+c(τm))(1−β)F[(z−qm
o )(1−β)]

[s−(eV(e)+ρ̂)−c(τm)](1−β)
. Substitute the latter equa-

tion into the former, F[z(1 − β)] = 1− o
[s−(eV(e)+ρ̂)−c(τm)](1−β)

can be obtained, namely, z* is

the unique z on [A, B] that satisfies F[z(1 − β)] = 1−{o/[s − (eV(e) + ρ̂)− c(τm)](1 − β)}.
This completes the proof. □
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